Quantum discord-breaking channels were previously defined as the local channels that act on subsystem A to produce classical-quantum states across system AB. However, unlike entanglement, discord is asymmetric. Here, we characterise the discord-breaking channels that act on subsystem B, thus completing the overall description of discord-breaking channels. We then introduce the notion of discord-annihilating channels, which act globally on system AB to destroy quantum discord, and find their closed form. Discord-annihilating channels have clear operational description, involving subspace projections on subsystem A and conditional preparation of fixed states on subsystem B.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement has been, and continues to be, the focus of much of quantum information theory [1] . Entanglement is required in multiple quantum applications such as quantum key distribution and quantum computation [2, 3] . This has lead to the study of the mechanisms that hinder and destroy entanglement. For example, in dynamical processes, entanglement might undergo sudden death [4] and/or a sudden birth [5] . In discrete settings, there have been investigations into the robustness of entanglement against added noise [6] , closed-form characterisations of entanglementbreaking quantum channels [7, 8] and explorations of entanglement-annihilating channels [9] [10] [11] . However, there are a number of nonclassical correlations beyond entanglement that also lead to non-trivial advantages in various quantum tasks: one of which is quantum discord.
Quantum discord measures the purely quantum correlations between systems [12] [13] [14] [15] . Discord can exist even in separable states, and is useful in tasks such as quantum metrology and parameter estimation [16, 17] . As such, the preservation of quantum discord is also integral to successful quantum applications. There are many analogous studies for quantum discord, from its robustness against noise and sudden death [18] , to the characterisation of discord-breaking channels [19, 20] . However, we argue that the prior characterisation of discord-breaking channels is incomplete.
Unlike separable states, zero-discord states are asymmetric and have a preferred subsystem: a system AB can be classical-quantum (and hence zero-discord by one definition), yet not quantum-classical. Prior work on discord-breaking channels [19, 20] only considered the set of local channels acting on the preferred subsystem A. In this paper, we consider the class of discordbreaking channels that act locally on the non-preferred system B. We find that these are exactly the fixed-point channels, thus completing the description of discordbreaking channels. * thao.le. 16@ucl.ac.uk But then what of nonlocal discord-breaking channels that act on the entire system AB? We call these discordannihilating channels-in analogy to entanglementannihilating channels [9] [10] [11] . These channels destroy discord (or entanglement) within the system they act upon, as opposed to destroying correlations between the affected system and any external system. We find that discord-annihilating channels involve a combination of projective measurements on subsystem A combined with conditional state preparation on subsystem B. We provide the explicit characterisation of these channels.
In Fig. 1 , we illustrate the actions of entanglementbreaking (EB), entanglement-annihilating (EA), discordbreaking (DB) and discord-annihilating (DA) channels. Entanglement-breaking channels already have a closedform representation [7, 8] . As of the conclusion of this paper, discord-breaking and -annihilating channels will also closed-form representations. There is currently no general closed-form for entanglement-annihilating channels.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II we introduce some notation and preliminaries about entanglement, discord, and the breakings thereof. In Sec. III, we describe the discord-breaking channels that act on subsystem B. In Sec. IV, we investigate discordannihilating channels. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
A quantum system X has an associated Hilbert space H X . The set of states-density operators that are positive semidefinite and have unit trace-is denoted S H X . For a bipartite system AB, the total Hilbert space is H AB = H A ⊗ H B . Quantum channels are described as completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) maps, Φ : L H in → L(H out ), where L(H) denote all the linear operators on H.
A separable state can always be written as a statistical mixture of product states: Entanglement-breaking (EB) channels Φ EB act locally and break entanglement with any external system [7, 8] . (b) Entanglement-annihilating (EA) channels Φ EA act on a multipartite system and break entanglement among its subsystems [9] [10] [11] . (c) Discord-breaking (DB) channels act upon one of the subsystems to break discord and produce classicalquantum states such that subsystem A is diagonal in some basis {|k }. Type A channels, Φ A DB act on the first system, A [19, 20] . Type B channels Φ B DB act on the second system B (see Theorem 1). (d) Discord-annihilating (DA) Φ AB DA channels act upon the bipartite system to break discord within the system (see Theorem 2) .
is separable for all initial states ρ AB ∈ S H AB . A map is EB if and only if it can be written in the following form [7, 8] :
where F k ≥ 0 are positive semidefinite and σ k are fixed density states. If {F k } form a positive operator valued measure (POVM) with k F k = 1, then this channel is
EA ρ AB is separable for all initial states ρ AB [9] . This can be extended to multipartite EA channels that destroy entanglement across A|B|C| · · · for any initial states ρ ABC··· . There is no closed representation for entanglement-annihilating channels. For the interested reader, Ref. [10] gives characterisations for two-qubit EA channels, and Ref. [11] gives necessary and sufficient conditions for bipartite EA channels.
Quantum discord is asymmetric. In this paper, system A is the preferred system. Hence, quantum discord D A is defined as the difference between total correlations, given by the quantum mutual information I(A : B), and classical correlations J(B|A):
where
a von Neumann measurement [12, 13] .
With A as our preferred system zero-discord states are classical-quantum (CQ), whose set we denote as CQ H AB . CQ states can be written in the following form:
where {|k } is some orthonormal basis on A and ρ B|k are density states. CQ states can also be written as
where A ij are mutually commuting normal operators and {|i } is any orthonormal basis on B [21] .
III. DISCORD-BREAKING CHANNELS
Discord-breaking (DB) channels are applied locally in order to break discord between the local system and any external systems. However, unlike separable states, zero-discord states are asymmetric. There is a preferred subsystem that is classical while the remaining subsystems are nonclassical. Hence, different channels Φ DB are discord-breaking depending on whether they act on the first system Φ A DB ⊗ I B ρ AB (type A) or the second system I A ⊗Φ B DB ρ AB (type B). We encapsulate this in the following theorem: Theorem 1. Discord-breaking channels consist of two classes, type A and type B:
DB that acts on subsystem A is discordbreaking type A if and only if it is a quantumclassical entanglement-breaking channel [19, 20] :
where {F k } are positive semidefinite operators and {|k } is some orthonormal basis. If {F k } is a POVM with k F k = 1, then the channel is tracepreserving.
(B) A channel Φ B DB that acts on subsystem B is discord-breaking type B if and only if it is a fixed point channel:
where σ B is a fixed density operator.
For the proof of Theorem 1.(A), see Refs. [19, 20] , and especially Proposition 3 and 4 of Ref. [19] .
The full proof of Theorem 1.(B) is given in Appendix A. Briefly, discord-breaking (type B) channels Φ B DB must be also entanglement breaking, which immediately allows us to consider a restricted set of channels. By considering various separable initial states on AB, we show that the output states have zero discord only when the conditional states on B are identical, and thus Φ B DB must be a point
are always product states, which have zero discord.
Discord-breaking type A channels are commutativitycreating channels: [20] . This is consistent with the notion that quantum discord arises due non-commutativity (on A) [22] . General local channels on system B cannot enforce commutativity on A, which leads to discord-breaking type B channels that simply destroy all correlations.
Unital qubit channels can be reduced to the following representation (up to local unitaries that do not affect discord) [23, 24] 
in Fig. 2 , we illustrate the local qubit discord-breaking channels. Type A channels lie on the axes of λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , and type B channels is the point at the origin λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 = 0. In contrast, entanglement-breaking andannihilating unital qubit channels take a nonzero volume in the (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) paramater space (see Fig. 2 of Ref. [10] ). Before we conclude this section, we add some final notes on discord-breaking channels:
Proof. By the definition of discord-breaking channels,
In contrast, composition with F A after a type A channel, be a channel that cannot create discord from zerodiscord states, i.e. it must be a discord-preserving channel. These are either completely decohering channels or isotropic channels [19, 25] (for qubits, there is an extra class of channels that are discord-preserving-see Theorem 2 of Ref. [19] ). Lastly, entanglement-breaking channels form a convex set [8] , but discord-breaking channels do not:
The set of discord-breaking channels is not convex.
Proof. This is due to the nonconvexity of zero-discord states. For example, choose two discord-breaking type A channels with non-commuting output {|k k|} states. The convex sum will give separable discordant states in general (cf. Lemma 3).
This completes our study of discord-breaking channels-local channels that destroy quantum discord. In the following section, we consider their natural extension to nonlocal channels.
IV. DISCORD-ANNIHILATING CHANNELS
Discord-annihilating (DA) channels are applied nonlocally on AB to break the quantum discord within the system. We will find that the set of DA channels contain asymmetry in their definitions due to the asymmetry in classical-quantum states. Before we go on to characterise the exact form of discord-annihilating channels Φ AB DA , we first require the following lemma, which describes the convex subsets of classical-quantum states: Lemma 3. Convex subsets of classical-quantum states are V = conv(W CQ ) ⊂ CQ H AB where the states in W CQ share the following structure:
The complete proof of Lemma 3 is given in Appendix B. It uses the following necessary condition for zerodiscord states: [26] , Prop. 1). By applying this condition onto the following state, (12) we find that for each combination of (i, j), either σ i −ς j = 0 or [|ψ i ψ i |, |φ j φ j |] = 0. This leads to components that are either mutually commuting on A and/or have the same conditional state on B. This leads to the form in Eq. (11).
In Fig. 3 , we depict the state structure from Eq. (11). Two classical-quantum states can be convexly combined into a new classical-quantum state only if they share the same state structure given in Eq. (11) . The local conditional states on A lie in orthogonal subspaces, and when these subspaces have dimension two or greater, the corresponding conditional state on B must be a fixed point. If all the orthogonal subspaces on A correspond to the fixed orthonormal basis {|i A } on A, then we have the following subset:
is a convex subset of S H B . If the orthogonal subspace on A corresponds to the entire Hilbert space, then we have the following subset: . The state space on subsystem A is broken into orthogonal subspaces indexed by i ∈ A BOTH , A POINT , A FIXED . Conditionally, the state on A is either the orthonormal basis element |ψi ψi| A for i ∈ A BOTH ∪A POINT , or is allowed to vary within an orthogonal subspace (with dimension two or greater) for i ∈ A FIXED . Conditionally, the state on B is either the fixed point R B i for i ∈ A BOTH ∪ A POINT , or can vary within a convex subset of B for i ∈ A FIXED . Whenever the basis on A is fixed, the conditional stateσ B i on B can vary; if the local basis on A is not fixed, the conditional state on B is fixed in order for an instantaneous orthonormal basis on A to arise and fulfil the zero-discord condition.
where C S H A is a convex subset of S H A , and R B ∈ S H B is a fixed density state.
We now present the main result for discordannihilating channels:
DA is a discord-annihilating if and only if it can be written in the following form:
where E AB is a CPTP map, and the indices i are divided into three disjoint sets A BOTH , A POINT , A FIXED . For a fixed orthonormal basis {|ψ i }, the projectors Π A i either project into a one-dimensional subspace, or a multidimensional subspace, all of which are mutually orthogonal:
where P i are (higher-than-rank-one) projectors into orthogonal subspaces such that i |ψ i ψ i |
The conditional channels on B are either point channels, or the identity channel:
The complete proof is given in Appendix C. Briefly, suppose Φ AB DA is a discord-annihilating channel. It is a linear map, and since the set of all linear operators L H AB is convex, the image Φ AB DA L H AB ⊂ CQ H AB must also be convex. Thus, the image of Φ AB DA must be a convex subset of zero-discord states which are precisely defined by Lemma 3. Using the state structure defined in Lemma 3 we construct the most general channel structure that would lead to that fixed state structure and simplify til the form in Eq. (15) is achieved. Conversely, the channel in Eq. (15) directly leads to states given in Eq. (11) and hence is discord-annihilating.
In Fig. 4 , we represent general discord-annihilating channels. They decompose into some initial arbitrary global dynamics E AB , followed by orthogonal-subspaceprojections on A. When these subspaces have dimension greater than one, there is classical communication to B leading to a conditional point channel on B. If the orthogonal subspaces are all one-dimensional, the channel reduces to a locally commutativity creating channel on A, with a fixed diagonal basis |i i| A , which corresponds to some arbitrary dynamics E AB followed by a discord-breaking type A channel:
If the orthogonal subspace corresponds to the entire Hilbert space of A, the channel decomposes into a point channel on B and with arbitrary dynamics E AB :
If the discord-annihilating channel is local, the channel decomposition becomes even simpler:
DB(q-c) and Φ B DB(point) are discord-breaking type A and type B channels respectively, and E A , F B are any CPTP maps.
Proof. Following from Theorem 2, if E A ⊗ F B is discord-annihilating, it must take the form (15), containing elements of commutativity creation on A and fixedpoint states on B. However, since E A ⊗F B is product, the sum i must only apply to A or B-or that the channels must be independent of the sum, i.e. the commutativity creation on A and the (single) fixed-point on B must happen separately. This is only possible on all initial states if E A is a discord-breaking type A channel; or (2) if F B is a discord-breaking type B channel.
We would like to present an interesting fact about general discord-destroying channels: Proposition 1. If Φ AB is discord-annihilating or discord-breaking, then detΦ AB = 0, whereΦ AB is any real representation of the channel.
Proof. If we have a linear map T : R n → R n and a set A ⊂ R n that is Lebesgue measurable, then λ(T (A)) = |det T | · λ(A), where λ(X) denotes the Lebesgue measure of X [27] . Zero-discord states form a set of Lebesgue measure zero [26] , while the set of all states has nonzero measure. We can represent quantum states in R n by suitable mapping into an operator basis, and the quantum channels can be analogously transformed. Therefore, if we consider T DA discord-annihilating, and A the set of all quantum states, the image of the map T DA (A) are a subset of zero-discord states, hence have measure zero: λ(T DA (A)) = 0. Hence, this implies that 0 = |det T DA | · λ(A). Since λ(A) = 0, this implies that a necessary condition for discord-annihilating channels is det T DA = 0.
Channels E with a zero determinant det E are singular: hence the logarithm log E does not strictly exist and therefore E technically does not have a Lindblad form [28] . Thus, discord-annihilating and discord-breaking channels are non-Markovian. However, there exists methods to construct a logarithm on a suitable complex branch [28, 29] . Furthermore, since non-Markovian channels are nowhere-dense, a slight perturbation will produce a Markovian channel. Hence almost-discordannihilating channels are Markovian. This also shows that discord-annihilating channels are nowhere-dense in the space of quantum channels, which is unsurprising since zero discord states are also nowhere-dense [26] .
Finally, we also have that:
Lemma 4. The set of discord-annihilating channels is nonconvex.
This is because the set of zero-discord states is nonconvex, exactly as Lemma 2.
V. CONCLUSION
We examined various types of channels that destroy quantum discord: discord-breaking channels which act locally, and discord-annihilating channels which act nonlocally.
Discord-destroying channels differ from entanglement-breaking and -annihilating channels as quantum discord is inherently asymmetrical, and the set of zero-discord classical-quantum states is nonconvex. This led us to identity two classes of discord-breaking channels: type A and type B, corresponding to whether they act on subsystem A or subsystem B of the full bipartite system AB. Previous work had only identified discord-breaking type A channels, which correspond to quantum-classical entanglement breaking channels. We found that discord-breaking type B channels correspond to fixed-point channels. This form arises since local channels on B cannot effect a preferred classical basis on A for all states: point channels efficiently break all quantum and classical correlations.
We next examined discord-annihilating channels. We found that discord-annihilating channels contain a subtle interplay of measurement-projections on subsystem A in conjunction with conditional fixed-point channels on B whenever the projection has rank-two or greater. We noted that discord-annihilating and discord-breaking channels have zero determinant, which led to the subtle implication that these channels are non-Markovianthough there are methods to describe them or their slight perturbations with Markovian dynamics.
Quantum discord is a vital correlation in numerous quantum applications. We have shown that discordbreaking and discord-annihilating channels take restricted forms, which we conjecture without formal proof are nowhere-dense and zero-measure (analogous to the properties of the set of zero-discord states). Our work thus shows that quantum applications involving random channels are not at risk of complete loss of quantum correlations.
Conversely, the loss of quantum discord is an important component in the quantum-to-classical transition. For example, certain programs viewed the transition as involving the loss of quantum correlations with the spread of classical correlations [30] [31] [32] . Our work opens up the potential to study the transition using discordbreaking and discord-annihilating channels and further restrictions thereof. We expect such a description to require a multipartite extension of discord-annihilating channels which we leave as a future exercise.
Discord-breaking channels must also be entanglementbreaking. Furthermore, they must work on any initial state. Therefore, consider some arbitrary initial state ρ AB = i p i ρ A|i ⊗ ρ B|i . The action of the channel Φ B DB is:
where the second line imposes the existence of a zerodiscord decomposition, which will depend on the initial state. The various {|ψ j } are orthonormal on A and are equivalent to the spectral decomposition on A-since we have a local channel acting on a separable state, the state of A remains locally unchanged. We can write the conditional states of A in the {|ψ j } basis:
then
To match with the form in Eq. (A2), we require the following when a = b: 
Eq. (A9) must hold for all initial states, so we can choose a state where the term |ψ a ψ b | only appears in two conditional A states, ρ A|i1 and ρ A|i2 for example, such that p i1 ψ a |ρ A|i1 |ψ b + p i2 ψ a |ρ A|i2 |ψ b = 0, ψ a |ρ A|i1,i2 |ψ b = 0 and all others i = i 1 , i 2 have ψ a |ρ A|i |ψ b = 0. If i 1 , i 2 ∈ I SO then Eq. (A9) is already satisfied. If only one i 1 / ∈ I SO then the sum reduces to just one index and we must have −ρ B,I SO = ρ B|i1 . If both i 1 , i 2 / ∈ I SO , and if we let p i1 = p i2 = p due to freedom of initial state then Eq. (A9) becomes:
This procedure can be repeated for all pairs of i / ∈ I SO by suitable choice of initial states on A and choices of a, b, leading to statement that output states with index i / ∈ I SO are the same:
By choosing ρ A|i such that i / ∈I SO p i ψ a |ρ A|i |ψ b = 0, this is true if and only if ρ B,I SO ! = σ B . Hence, all the output states on B must be the same, and hence it is a point channel.
Lastly, point channels on entangled states will produce uncorrelated states, and hence zero-discord states. Consider the convex combination of two composite CQ states:
Under the necessary condition ρ AB CQ , ρ A ⊗ 1 B = 0 [26] , we require that
This holds if and only if, for each (i, j), either σ i − ς j = 0 or [|ψ i ψ i |, |φ j φ j |] = 0. To see this, note that the elements {[|ψ a ψ a |, |φ j φ j |]} j are linearly independent from the elements {[|ψ b ψ b |, |φ j φ j |]} j for a = b unless they are zero, in which case we have one of the aforementioned conditions. We can see this by choosing the basis |ψ a = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) T (with 1 at position a) , which leads to a commutator of form:
where the nonzero elements exist along either row a or column a. Certain matrix elements only exist at a single given index i(= a), hence there is linearly independence across the different indices i. Therefore, we can simplify our conditions to:
The exact same argument can be applied to show that the commutators with different j, [|ψ i ψ i |, |φ j φ j |], are linearly independent unless the commutator is zero, which regardless leads to the conditions that
This corresponds to either σ i − ς j = 0, |ψ i ψ i | = |φ j φ j | or ψ i |φ j = 0. First, take the indices i, j where |ψ i = |φ j and σ i = ς j ≡ R B i . Let A BOTH be all the indices i where this occurs, with the corresponding j = j BOTH (i). This leads to the first component of the sum ρ AB from Eq. (B1):
(B6) Since {|ψ i } and {|φ j } respectively are orthonormal, the local state on A of ρ AB part 1 is orthogonal to the local state on A of the remainder ρ AB − ρ AB part 1 , i.e., they locally lie in orthogonal subspaces.
Next, consider the indices where |ψ i = |φ j and σ i = ς j , where we define the index set A FIXED for i, and j = j F (i). This leads to the second component:
(B7) Note that A FIXED ∩ A BOTH = ∅ are disjoint, and similarly, the local components |ψ i ψ i | in ρ AB part 2 are orthogonal to the local A states in all the other parts.
Finally, we only have indices i, j where |ψ i = |φ j . Some pairs may be orthogonal, but since they are not equal, they must be able to be written in terms of at least two other basis elements, e.g. |φ j = i c i |ψ i where c i = 0 for at least two i's. Then, for at least two i's, we have [[|ψ i ψ i |, |φ j φ j |]] = 0 and hence we must have
This defines the third component:
Note that the conditional b local states on A are orthog-
This concludes all the indices, hence
The conditional local states on A exist on orthogonal subspaces. Any new states that can be added convexly must match this structure, for part 2 and part 3. In the case of part 1, if there is the same R B i but not |ψ i ψ i | or vice versa, then that component from part 1 will move to part 3 or part 2 respectively.
Hence, once the points in the set have been decided, the states in that set take form:
where the index sets A BOTH , A FIXED , A POINT are disjoint, t i are the probabilities 0 ≤ t i ≤ 1, i t i = 1, σ B i ∈ S H B live on convex subsets of states on B for each i andρ A|i ∈ h i ⊂ S H A where h i are convex and orthogonal: h b1 ∩ h b2 = ∅ for b 1 = b 2 and h b1 is also orthogonal to all the explicitly written |ψ i ψ i |.
Appendix C: Proof of discord-annihilating channels (Theorem 2)
Let Φ AB DA be a discord-annihilating channel. Φ AB DA is a linear map, and the set of all linear operators L H AB is convex. Hence the image Φ AB DA L H AB ⊂ CQ H AB must also be convex and zero-discord. Such sets are precisely defined by Lemma 3. Hence, we can write the output states as: 
where E AB can be any CPTP map-we can write it in this form with an apparently specific E AB , but the channels of this form with a general E AB will construct the state structure required. Similarly,
and i∈A POINT
where P A i tr B G i (ρ AB ) P A i = tr B G i (ρ AB ) since this component lives in the subspace projected into by P A i . Then, we could define the following CPTP channel that gives the original dynamics from Eq. (C1):
This is precisely Eq. (15), and it also holds for arbitary CPTP maps Λ AB .
The converse direction of the Theorem is immediate.
